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MEDIA RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 8, 2022
RVDA of Canada announces its new
Endorsement Partnership with DriveOn Protection
Richmond, BC – The RVDA of Canada is pleased to announce that it has formed a new
endorsement partnership with DriveOn Protection for PermaSeal Tire Sealant. PermaSeal Tire
Sealant utilizes the latest nanotechnology to create the only green, water soluble, permanent fix
tire sealant available today. It is a product so unique; it brings a new solution to tire pressure
maintenance problems.
PermaSeal not only repairs punctures up to 1/2 an inch, the formula also permeates the micro
cracks and fractures caused by highway wear and tear, rock fractures, and tire liner bruising.
Permaseal prevents leaks and potential blowout situations by preventing pressure buildup
between the micro-fractures and layers of the tire. PermaSeal comes complete with a fully
insured manufacturer’s warranty.
“This product is great for our consumers,” notes RVDA of Canada Chair Josée Bédard. “It not
only provides RVers with peace of mind when travelling so that they don’t have to worry about
flat tires. But it also improves fuel economy and tire life which is very relevant these days.”
“PermaSeal has been thoroughly lab and road tested for proven performance. Our customers
demand the best and most economical solution for the greatest return on investment and road
safety” states Peter Hucul, President of DriveOn Protection. “It is also non-toxic, biodegradable,

non-flammable, and easy for dealerships to install.”
The Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA) of Canada is a national, volunteer
federation of provincial and regional RVDA associations which exists to protect and promote the
interests and welfare of RV Dealers across Canada in order to enable the industry to maximize
its potential.
For more information, please contact the RVDA of Canada at 604-718-6325.
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